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MAR Distribution 

To administer medications click on the OfflineMAR icon on the desktop. The following Login 

screen will appear: 

 

 

If new drug orders have been placed since the last pass or new users have been added, you 

must synchronize the MAR distribution to the main system by using the tabs at the top of the 

screen.  The laptop MUST be connected to the internet at this time. Once synchronized, the 

laptop may be used to document medication administration WITHOUT the internet. 

 

 

Select the time for the medication distribution and click ‘Continue’. 

 

 

 

 

Enter your User Name (without the 

ach\ ) and Password and click the 

‘Login’ button. 

The synchronization tabs at the top 

of the screen download information 

from the main chart to the MAR 

Distribution. 

Once you have synchronized the data, 

you will then be asked to select the 

distribution time for the medication 

distribution. 

 

dsample 

************ 
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MAR Distribution 

The main window will then display and will allow you to select the detainee and view the MAR 

screen for distribution. 

Detainees Display 

If the detainee has a med to be passed or a flow sheet to be completed for the selected Med 

Pass time, the detainee’s name will appear highlighted in the grid with a GREEN background.  

If the detainee only has a PRN Medication available and no routine meds for the selected Med 

Pass time, the detainee will appear highlighted in the grid with a WHITE background.  

Select the detainee Name and the medications will populate below.  The entries are color coded 

for ease of use. 

 

 

 

Red Box – A Red box indicates that the medication pass was not completed when scheduled. 

– A White box may be initialed for any “as needed/not routine” orders that may 

exist. A White box containing initials denotes the med was passed and the initials of the person 

who passed the meds. 

Click on the Green Box to distribute 

the drug for the specified time. 
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Green Box – A Green box indicates the medication needs to be distributed or the flowsheet 

needs to be completed for the selected med pass time. 

Black Box – A Black box represents the discontinuation of the drug. 

Gray Box – The Gray boxes fill the days prior to the drug order. 

Select the desired med pass by clicking on the box.  The following screen will display: 

 

 

 

If the medication is given two hours on either side of the designated pass time you will be 

required to enter a reason.  Enter late med pass notes and click ‘OK’. 

The top section of the screen 

contains the directions for the 

distribution. 

If the drug is passed 

successfully, click ‘Med 

Passed’. 

If the drug is refused or 

the detainee is not 

available, click 

‘Medication Not Passed’. 

The ‘Reorder’ button will 

display if there are refills 

available for the drug.  To 

refill the drug, click on the 

‘Reorder’ button. 
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Med Pass Refusal 

If the detainee refuses the medication or is not available at the time the meds are passed the 

following screen will display when the ‘Medication Not Passed’ button is clicked.  It is very 

important to add a refusal reason if the detainee refuses medication or is unable to take the 

med.  You may select the refusal for one or all of the meds for a specific detainee during the 

med pass. 

 

Select the Reason Code by clicking on the box next to the reason.  The Notes box allows for 

you to type additional comments relating to the refusal.  Click the ‘Complete’ button. 

Enter the reason why the 

med was not passed 

during the designated 

time.  Click ‘OK’. 

Click the box next to the 

refusal reason.  Enter 

refusal notes and click 

‘Complete’. 

If additional meds are 

refused click the box 

before completing the 

pass. 
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If additional meds are also refused relating to the same detainee and med pass you may click 

the ‘Select Additional Meds to Apply this Non-Pass’ button.  The following screen will display: 

 

Refusal Form – When ‘Display Refusal Form’ is selected, a copy of the refusal form appears 

allowing the detainee to read the form and confirm they are refusing medication.  After the 

detainee has read and acknowledged the refusal document.  Click the ‘Start Signature’ button.  

The signature pad is then used allowing the detainee to sign their name which will be 

maintained in the med pass record.

 

A list of the other drugs included 

in the med pass for the detainee 

will display.  Check the box next 

to the additional drugs refused.  

Click ‘Complete’. 

Click ‘Display 

Refusal Form’ to 

provide the detainee 

the form for the 

detainee to read.  

Click ‘Start 

Signature’ for the 

detainee to sign on 

the signature pad. 
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Med Pass Modification 

If an adjustment needs to be made to a med pass after it is complete, you may edit the entry 

and add notes describing the modification.  Select the distribution you would like to edit and the 

following screen displays.  Enter notes in the ‘Additional Notes’ box. 

 

Placing Initials for Additional Medications Passed 

When initialing one medication during a selected session, you may choose to add additional 

medications to initial at the same time. Click “Select Additional Meds to Apply to this Med Pass.”  

 

Enter Notes in the text box.  

Click ‘Add’. 
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The additional medication information will display: 

 

If you have a “Late Med Pass Notes” entry, the note will apply to all selected. 

Additional Notes can still be entered for each medication separately by clicking on the 

appropriate initialed box. 

If you have a “sliding scale” medication, enter the “Amount” administered in the appropriate box. 

See below:  

 

Click the boxes to select additional meds to initial. 

Type the amount of sliding scale 

insulin administered, if applicable. 

When finished entering additional 

data, click “Pass Additional Meds” to 

initial all medications selected. The 

initials will appear in all corresponding 

boxes on the grid. 
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Flowsheet Entry 

The MAR Distribution also allows for the recording of flowsheet observations.  From the main 

screen, search for the detainee and select ‘Flow Sheets’ from the top of the screen. 

 

The following entry screen will display. 

 

Select the flow sheet type and enter the information associated with the observation.  When all 

data is entered, click ‘Save’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Click the Flow Sheets button to record 

a new entry. 

Select the Flow Type by using the drop 

down arrow. 
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When creating a Seg Flowsheet Entry, select “Seg Flowsheet” for Content Type. 

 

The entry will then be added to the flowsheet listing in the Detainee chart. 

Select “Content Type” if entering data for 

a Seg Flowsheet by selecting the arrow. 
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Validating MAR Distribution 

To ensure that all meds have been passed, click on the ‘Validate’ button on the MAR 

distribution.  

 

The following screen will display listing any passes that have been missed.  Click on the entry to 

view the detainee information. 

 

Once all medications have been passed and initialed, close the MAR by clicking the red “x” in 

the top right hand corner of the screen. 

Click the Validate button to ensure all 

meds have been passed. 
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Return to the Main Menu of the Offline MAR. (This may have fallen to the bottom of the screen 

in the Windows task bar.) 

 

Be sure the laptop is connected to the internet and click “Sync MAR” to transfer the med pass 

information and flowsheet entries back to the patient charts on the website. 

Once the system displays “Sync Complete,” you may click “Logout” and exit the MAR. 

***NOTE***If at any time you get an error message during the sync process, use the EMR call 

list to contact Technical Support at AIMM, LLC right away. 


